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The Generative Self 
 
Today I get to introduce you to the work of Stephen Gilligan. In fact there is a little bit of me 
that feels I'm just using Stephen's work to further express what it is that my practice and 
teaching are about. Stephen has put into words and order the healing process that most 
reflects what I genuinely see in the field when clients make those deeper shifts. The Self 
Relations metaphor describes what I most genuinely experience in my heart to be the 
psychological healing process. Stephen presents, in his own metaphors and practices, 
what you can find in common with the work of all the really great teachers and healers that 
you care to study, from Jesus to Erickson to hundreds of wonderful teachers, parents and 
therapists everywhere. 
 
So a lot of my admiration of Stephen's work comes from the simple fact that what he 
teaches fits with my instincts. When I first came across his work it did not really feel like 
something new but more like an affirmation of how I had been working, when working in 
alignment with the best in me. More valuable even than this philosophical affinity, has 
been the translation of these principles into easily learned practices. I say easily learned, 
though not easily mastered, for these practices are reflective of the quest for self mastery 
of mind, heart, spirit and body that is characteristic of most life journeys. The road of 
finding, losing, re-finding, letting go, re-finding our authentic centre, over and over again, 
with each loss of connection, learning more about that connection, it's nature and 
resilience.  
 
Stephen's work is in fact, I would argue, indispensable in the study of Contemporary 
Psychotherapy because he is the boldest advocate of the principles and practices that 
were intrinsic in Milton Erickson's approach, and which emerge in more and more 
evidenced processes such as Acceptance and Commitment Therapy.  
 
In particular, Stephen captures the vital element of embodying healing processes, 
encouraging kinaesthetic expression of natural healing forces (somatic intelligence) that 
are beyond rational control. These processes require patience and faith of the individual, 
rather than fast-fast-fast zapping by the practitioner - a more regular and patient rhythm is 
required that is very much out of fashion in some circles of "accelerated" processes. It is in 
fact a tortoise and hare situation. Self-Relations work can facilitate some one to fulfilment 
in a more steady and effective way than the soar-crash-burn that many people complain of 
in their experience of procedural NLP. 
 
Although often cited as one of Bandler and Grinder’s early NLP group, Stephen does not 
identify himself as an NLPer. He quite clearly distances himself from Bandler and Grinder, 
although it could be argued he worked more closely with them and contributed more than 
any other student to the early practice of modelling. Stephen is however lauded in 
progressive NLP circles and is one of the most respected writers and practitioners in 
psychotherapeutic clinical hypnosis worldwide. 
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“Ritual” in Communication 
 

Much of this work is beyond intellectual containment, in fact, in order to benefit and enjoy 
these practices and release ourselves into new awakenings of understanding, it is required 
that we go beyond what is only experienced cognitively. To facilitate this, we sometimes 
use what in creative and psychological circles is termed as "ritual". This is meant as a 
broader label than just some form of religious parroting. It is a psychological term for 
agreed simplifications of language patterns, verbal and non-verbal, in order to create a 
simplicity in what the cognitive mind has to deal with. This allows other forms of 
intelligence to emerge as it releases pressure from the cognitive and verbalising faculties. 
Another aspect of these repeated communicational forms is that they are powerful 
personal anchors. In Social and Business Psychology they are particularly central to study 
and use because communication within cultures, such as inter-organisational and infra-
organisational communications, understandings and boundaries are often established and 
agreed in adoption of "rituals", although they may not always be recognised as such.  
 
Something of tremendous interest to me are rituals of group meetings, be it board 
meetings or the coming together of discussion of a peace treaty between warring nations.  
 
The greater the potential for conflict, the more deeply ritual is required, to establish 
boundaries of safety, respect, authority and the turn to speak and be heard. It is no 
accident that the Houses of Parliament are one of our most ritualised institutions, or that a 
Court House continues ritualised processes of beginning and endings. Rituals are often at 
their most sacred to acknowledge the beginnings and endings of things - like the 
inauguration of a New President or government, or simply saying "hello", "goodbye", 
"thank you" and "may I come in?" 
 
The work we are doing in this module is particularly acute in areas where we are 
reconciling opposites that are in conflict with the individual or within relationships, much 
akin to Jung’s Alchemical metaphors. Therefore ritual, or an accepted code of verbal and 
non-verbal sequences of communication, is a great enabler of positive development. Also, 
because we are working with aspects of the psyche that have been without a voice or 
place in our internal system, welcoming them in and giving them airtime, offering them 
words to facilitate expression in new more cultivated forms, can be deeply moving. It's a bit 
like giving a child the ability to say "please" and showing them that you can respond with 
"your welcome", or the joy of them recognising when is the time to wave goodbye, which 
softens experience of separating. 
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The Dynamic Components of Self-Relations 
 
 

Mind is Relationship  
and Difference is the Basic Unit of Mind  

- Bateson, 1979 
 

The only reason people come for therapy  
is because their conscious mind has lost rapport with their 

unconscious mind  
- Milton Erickson, 1982 
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The Premises of the Principles of Self-Relations 
 

• A person realises their self through conversations of 
relational differences. 

 
• When a "break in relatedness" persists, the 

experience of self disappears, the fundamentalist 
ego-mind reigns, and symptoms are likely to arise. 

 
• To reduce suffering and reconcile symptoms, re-

establish a conversation between different positions 
of identity. 

 
 
In experience of well-being 

 
All are present: somatic centred intelligence and 
cognitive intelligence, complementarily and in 
connection to the field. 
 

In problematic experiences 
 

There is a "break in beingness", a "break in 
relatedness" and a "break in belongingness" 
 

Thus Self-Relations works to 
 

•Return attention to centre 
 
•Sponsor differences and mend mental relations  
    ("I" and "not I" to "I" and "thou") 
 
•Reunite self with larger field 

 
 
Adapted from Stephen Gilligan. See "The Courage to Love". 
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Exercise: Steps to Centering 
 
 
 
1. CENTER    SOFTEN    RELAX    OPEN 
 
2. Bring cognitive attention to centre with breath, and bring somatic attention 

to centre with sensing. 
 
3. Touch the "centre", physically with hand. 
 
4. Let attention "drop into centre". 
 
5. Greet "centre" with verbal affirmation, suggestion or prayer 
 

For example: 
"May I be peaceful and happy." 
"I look upon myself with the eyes of understanding, acceptance and love." 
"I am with you and will stay with you." 

 
 
 

Exercise: Steps to Centering 
 
1. Let yourself be opposite one another or slightly to the side. Both partners 

tune inward. Center, soften, relax. 
 
2. Each partner reconnects with an experience of being centered. 
 
3. Each partner physically touches his/her centre. 
 
4. When connected to centre, when ready, slowly open eyes to connect to 

partner. If you lose connection with your centre, close your eyes to re-
connect. 

 
5. Allow eyes to soften and centre to open as you connect with your partner. 

Experience the relational field while giving your first attention to your 
centre. 
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The Invisible Presence 
 

The Creed of Self-Relating 
 
1. "An invisible presence…. 

 
• There is another intelligence that lives within you (names for it are 

"unconscious mind, the spirit, inner being, anam, the guest….) 
• This inner spirit is very intelligent 
• It is not a thing, it is a being 
• It is not "a part of" or the property of your conscious self; it is 

autonomous and has its own consciousness, like an artist's muse 
 

2. ….is trying to wake up…. 
 

• Each stage of awakening is initiated through "out of control" 
disturbances such as symptoms, crises, altered states, major life 
changes et cetera 

• The problem is the solution/the attempted solution is the problem 
• When your "other than conscious" self predominates, listen! 
 

3. ….from dreamtime…. 
 

• There are two types of dreamtime: 
The "field of infinite possibilities", (the creative void, the 
collective unconscious, the spirit world…) 
And "neurosis", (neglected selves, unresolved experiences, 
messages received by somatic self/rejected by cognitive self 
 

4. ….into human consciousness." 
 
• Human consciousness is the goal of the species, the double-birth of 

the Relational Self that practices self-awareness, self-acceptance, 
sponsorship of life…. 

• For a problem to become a solution, proper conditions must be 
present 

• A space of safety is required, to offer ritual boundaries to new 
expressions (greetings, blessings, guidance, gratitude, "solemn 
pledging", experiential forms, death and rebirth….) 

• The principle of utilisation/co-operation/sponsorship is central - all are 
welcome here 

 
 
 
 
Adapted from Stephen Gilligan. See "The Courage to Love". Reproduced with 
permission 
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Exercise: Speaking from One's Centre 
In Pairs 
 
1. Get comfortable, centered, soften, relax, open to field, tune to each other. 
 
2. Speak in the ritualised form below. Let each response be one word or 

phrase. Let the response come as you speak each statement; don't pre-
determine or intellectually try to figure it out.  

 
3. When the response comes, feel its somatic centre. 
 
4. When you speak your response, experience it as it lifts from the somatic 

centre and out into the relational field, out into the world. Release it. 
 
5. Repeat at least 3 times or however many times you want to. Experience 

the power of ritualising, simplicity and repetition, as a space to "give a 
home to" your responses. 

 
6. When you are the person who is not speaking, be open to let your 

partner's responses be given space in the field between you. Be aware of 
how your partners responses affect your centre and re-connect if 
necessary. Look upon your partner with an inner attitude of acceptance 
and understanding. 

 
• Today my woundedness is about________________________ 
 
• Today my longing is for_________________________ 
 
• Today my strength is about__________________________ 
 
 
Sometimes, if you are especially inclined to give your cognitive self 
dominance over your somatic self, one can experience blocking of "irrational" 
feelings, or feelings that are expressed without the cognitive mind's authority. 
This conflict is sometimes experienced as giggling, embarrassment or 
annoyance. Great, something is waking up! 
 
Be accepting of these events as expressions of life-force (all are welcome 
here) and bring your awareness to the centre or somatic source of these 
disturbances. Greet them and let them speak through the ritual. 
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Sponsorship - "to Pledge Solemnly" 
 
Principles of Positive Sponsorship 

 
• To awaken awareness of the goodness and gifts to the self 
• To awaken awareness of the goodness and gifts in the world 
• To encourage practices and traditions that connect self-in-the-world and 

world-in-the-self 
 

Principles of Negative Sponsorship 
• To turn away from (numb, deaden or curse) the goodness and gifts of 

self 
• To turn one away from goodness and possibilities in the world 
• To install practices and traditions of neglect and abuse of self and the 

world 
 

Basic Idea Regarding Sponsorship of Experience 
 

• The relational self connects two forms of experience: the fressen 
energies of nature (the somatic self) that seeks life and love in whatever 
form in can find it, and the essen awareness of mind (cognitive self) that 
delights in cultivated forms of artful human expression 

• Self develops, grows is cultivated, when essen sponsors fressen 
• Symptoms develop when essen awareness ignores or attacks fressen 

energies 
• Sponsors need sponsorship. You can't go it alone. 
 

Therapeutic Skills of Sponsorship Include 
 

• Centering / opening attention 
 
• Deep listening / proper naming 

 
• Being touched by / touching soul 

 
• Blessing / identifying alien influences 

 
• Challenging / accepting 

 
• Distinguishing uniqueness / connecting with differences 

 
• Holding an experience / letting go 

 
 
 
Adapted from Stephen Gilligan. See "The Courage to Love". Reproduced with 
Permission 
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Exercise: Connecting with a Neglected Self: 
Greeting with Breath, Blessing with Curiosity 

 
1. Identify a "problem" or experience of disturbance. A simple formula 

is to express the problem in something like the following terms.  
 
"X" marks the spot 

 
If only I didn't do / didn't experience / could get rid of, "X" then this 
really wouldn't be a problem 
 
For example 
If only I wasn't so loud people would like me more 
If only my teacher understood me I wouldn't feel so nervous and 
get it wrong all the time 
If only I wasn't so lacking in confidence I could have been 
somebody 
If only they were not so vindictive, I'd be able to get on with my life 
 

2. Locate somatic centre, that is, where there is a felt sense, of the 
problem or disturbance. 

 
• Touch centre with hand 

 

• Touch centre with mind 
 

• Breathe TO felt sense of negative experience 
 

• Breathe THROUGH negative experience 
 

• Breathe AROUND and DROP UNDER negative experience 
 

• Give Blessing 
 

• Give Gentle Protection 
 

• Listen and learn with open curiosity 
 
3. Be open to suggestion of doing something - any small thing - 

differently 
 
4. Acknowledge resulting state and proceed accordingly 
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Healthy 
Relational 
Field 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Prototype of Self-Relations 
 
1. Identify Problem 

 
• Specific instance(s): a frame-by-frame behavioural / experiential 

sequence 
• How is it a problem? 
 

2. Identify "neglected self" 
 
• Somatic location ("Where in your body is the disturbance centered?") 
• Age ("Let a number representing an age for that feeling come to mind.") 
• Shift to "he" or "she" (" So, she's four") 
 

3. Activate component cognitive self 
 

• "And how old are you?" 
• "What's the best thing about being (your present age) compared to 

("neglected self" age)? 
 

4. Identify and externalise curses / negative hypnosis / aliens 
 

• "If your mother / father were sitting here listening to this conversation, 
what would he / she say or do in response to you?" 

• "What would you say or do if this was happening to your child / friend / 
loved one?" 

 
5. Connect Cognitive self with neglected self 
 

• How much do you feel (on a scale of 1-10) the presence of 
♦ Neglected Self 
♦ Cognitive Self 
♦ Connection between them 

• Adjust intensity of levels of presence if required 
• Ritualise connection. Greeting, pledging, thanking et cetera 
 

6. Go back through problem sequence 
 

• Hold connection while retracing sequence 
• Acknowledge changes and new possibilities 
 

7. Further development with the relational self 
 

• Exchange further communication in response to new experience 
• Now and in the future 
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NEGATIVE 
SPONSORS 

("Aliens") 

POSITIVE 
SPONSORS 

 
 

 
 

  
   
 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
              
 
 
 

Changing Negative Sponsorship 
 
1. Develop mind-body unity : opening / centering / relaxing 

 
2. Identify disturbing event 
 
3. Identify negative sponsorship messages  

eg. "you're an idiot" 
  "If you make a mistake you'll lose my respect/love") 
 

COGNITIVE 
SELF 

SOMATIC  
SELF 

UnHealthy 
Relational 
Field 

Adapted from and printed with 
permission of Stephen Gilligan. 
See “The Courage to Love” 

COGNITIVE 
Disconnecte

d 

SOMATIC  
Neglected 
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Exercise: Aggressive-Passive and Centred 
Firmness-Softness 

 
“The Body is the weather vane of the mind” 

Zen Saying 
In Twos. 
 
1. Ask permission from your partner to touch their shoulder with your hand. If some one is 

not happy with this, they can learn, as they wish, by watching others do the exercise 
and noticing their own internal responses as they imagine being first one partner and 
then the other through the exercise. 

 
2. Stand opposite one another, maybe slightly off centre to each others’ stance. 
 
3. Partner A is going to push with a little force on Partner B’s shoulder. This is to be done 

with the palm, (not a fist or braced fingers). 
 
4. Partner B is to get ready and square up to this challenge and resist the force of Partner 

A. Notice what happens. Discuss how it feels for both partners. 
 
5. Now Partner A pushes the shoulder again and this time Partner B is to go passive, just 

give up and surrender to the force. Again discuss what this is like  for both partners. 
 
6. Now Partner B is facilitated by Partner A to “centre”. Do this by balancing your weight 

over your feet, shoulder-length apart. You may find this easier if you shake your body 
for a little while and notice the physical centre that everything is shaking around. Then 
when you come to stillness you can feel the energy moving around and through your 
physical centre. Breath into your centre. Let your knees be unlocked without going 
floppy. Let your vision soften to take in a more peripheral or distanced scope. 

 
7. When Partner B is more centred, Partner A again pushes their shoulder with their 

hand. What happens? Discuss what this is like for both partners. What differences do 
you experience compare to the previous two steps? 

 
8. Swap roles and repeat. 
 
Now apply this to a situation or relationship that you are experiencing in your life as “taking 
you off-centre”, “blocking you”, “pushing you around”, “interfering”, “getting to you”. 
1. Partner B imagines this situation and holds in their mind their previous responses to it. 
 
2. When Partner B has reclaimed their sense of this Partner A tests their response by 

pushing on B’s shoulder as before, letting the push represent the difficult situation that 
Partner B is experiencing. 

 
3. Notice  Partner B’s physical response and compare to the previous explorations. 

Discuss whether this feels like aggressive-passive, passive-aggressive or something 
different. How is this physical experience for each person, both pushed and pusher? 
How is this like Partner B’s actual responses in this situation? 

 
4. Now take time to centre as above, with Partner A facilitating Partner B. When centred, 
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Partner B holds the previous situation in their mind and connects to it from their centre, 
making a field of connection between their own centre and the centre of the situation. 
Soften this connection so that Partner B can be both centred and connected. 

 
5. When Partner B is ready as above, Partner A pushes Partner B’s shoulder as before, 

letting the push symbolise the difficulty of this situation. 
 
6. Notice the physical responses now. What is different? What is is like for pushed and 

pusher now – are you even in these roles anymore? 
 
7. What new thoughts, behaviours and feelings are possible now for Partner B in this 

situation? How might they experience this differently next time when they approach this 
with a connection to their centre? 

 
8. When you have completed, swap roles and repeat. 
 

Exercise: Tonglen Practice as “Healing 
Sanctuary” 

Or Reconciliation with “Not I”  
(See “Not I”, Samuel Beckett) 

 
1. Identify a difficult "other" that you'd like a better relationship with. 
 
2. Identify an experience of love and happiness. 
 
3. Center, open, let breathing circulate loving energy into your field. This is sometimes 

called "establishing a spiritual immune system". 
 
4. Establish a "sanctuary" in centre by locating it and making it a source and temple of 

loving energy. 
 
5. Let "other" ride breath into sanctuary, giving it place, graciously, ritualistically affirming 

"all are welcome here". 
 
6. Let experience of love ride the exhalation and fill the field around you. 
 
7. Repeat until experience is transformed. 
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A Mantra for the  Dynamic Relational Field 
 
When I find myself losing my centre with a client or a person I find it is often because of a 
number of things. It might be because I am touching upon the person's neglected self and 
I am receiving the fierceness of that self's own protective mechanism. It could be because 
I am challenging a belief that is from a negative sponsor, external or internal to the 
person's cognitive self. It is natural at such times to become fearful. This is when our 
centre as practitioner's requires ongoing practice, strengthening and positive sponsoring, 
so that I may continue to be a positive sponsor in the person's relational field. Sponsors 
require sponsoring. 
 
Mantras are useful. They can train both our cognitive and somatic self to reclaim their 
connection while giving permission to the apparent opposites within us. Because 
peacefully playing with opposites is the essence of the creative state, connecting to our 
playful centre in this can render our "sleight of mouth techniques" into healing poetry. 
 
Here's a mantra that is widely used: 

 
 
 
See my tenderness/softness 
See my fierceness/strength 
See my mischievousness/playfulness 
 
I see your tenderness/softness 
I see your fierceness/strength 
I see your mischievousness/playfulness 
 
May tenderness/softness remain with us 
May fierceness/strength remain with us 
May mischievousness/playfulness remain with us 
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Breaking In, Breaking Down, Breaking Out, 
Breaking Through 

 
“ Break out from inside, and your power is strong.  
   Break in from outside, and your power is weak.” 
       Zen Saying 

 
In Twos 
 

1. Ask permission from your partner to touch their shoulders with the fleshy part of 
your forearms, just beneath the elbow. If some one is not happy with this, they can 
learn, as they wish, by watching others do the exercise and noticing their own 
internal responses as they imagine being first one partner and then the other 
through the exercise. 

 
2. Partner B sits on a chair. Partner A stands behind them and rests their forearms on 

the shoulders of Partner A. 
 

3. When ready Partner A applies downward pressure on B’s shoulders. B resonds by 
trying to push up and get out of the chair. 

 
4. Discuss responses and experiences of both partners. 

 
5. Repeat the process, this time with Partner B surrendering to A’s pressure by going 

soft.  
 

6. Discuss responses and experiences of both partners. 
 

7. Now Partner B takes a little time to centre and to connect to a point a few feet 
ahead of them. 

 
8. When they have achieved this, Partner A applies pressure as before and this time 

Partner B stays connected with themselves, the point ahead and gets up and goes 
towards the point ahead of them. 

 
9. Discuss responses and experiences of both partners. 

 
10. Swap and repeat. 

 
Now apply this to a real situation in your life where you are feeling trapped, in conflict with 
another, constrained by limitations or in some other way impeded. 

 
1. Partner B sits on a chair. Partner A stands behind them and rests their forearms on 

the shoulders of Partner A as above. 
 
2. Partner B imagines and holds in mind a situation where they have experienced 

themselves to be trapped, in conflict with another, constrained or impeded in some 
way. Partner B considers how they have previously responded to this situation and 
holds this response in their body. 

3. When ready Partner A applies downward pressure on B’s shoulders. B responds 
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with the physicality of their previous responses to this situation. There might be 
more than one way they have responded so you might like to try out these different 
ways.  

 
4. Discuss responses and experiences of both partners. 

 
5. Now Partner B takes a little time to remember what it is that they actually want from 

this situation, the goal or outcome or value that is important to them in this process. 
Use this remembering to return to centre. 

 
6. When connected, Partner B imagines this goal, outcome or value is a few feet 

ahead of them.  Feel a connection between your centre and this goal or value a few 
feet ahead of you. 

 
7. When partner B has achieved this connection, Partner A applies pressure as before 

and this time Partner B stays connected with themselves, the point ahead where 
their value or goal is and gets up and goes towards the point ahead of them. 

 
8. Discuss responses and experiences of both partners. 

 
9. Swap and repeat. 
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Between Now and  

When We Meet Again…… 
How You Can Increase Your Learning and Enjoyment: 
 
1. Read Chapter 5 again and reflect on what we have done so far. 
 
3. Start to develop your essay and formulate any questions you have 
regarding its completion. 
 
4.  Muse further upon the findings of your modelling processes 
so far.  
Has your work on Self Relations brought up anything that 
connects with your modelling project? 
Connect to the somatic experience of any emotions you 
experience about your modelling project. Bring cognitive 
sponsorship to these feelings. What emerges? 
 
Consider some of the historical connections to your modelling 
project. What narratives, past experiences, accompany your 
area of challenge that you are working on? What events in life 
or family culture prevented you from developing these skills 
before? 
 
What sponsoring messages can your cognitive self bring to 
your continuing quest on your modelling project? 
Is the title changing of your project changing?  
Are you able to chunk down further to a piece of the process 
that is the specific bit you need?  
Are there any patterns emerging?  
 
Begin to practice some of the things you have been learning 
from your exemplars. Notice any conflicts you may experience 
in letting yourself embrace these changes. 
 
5. Use these explorations to inform your essay. 
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Next Unit be ready to explore with coach(es) the following questions. 
Take turns for one person to be the coach and the other to be the 
Explorer. 
 
What are your biggest motivations for achieving the object of your 
quest/project? 
 
How far have you got so far? 
 
What has been interesting? What surprises or turning points have 
occurred? 
 
What are your biggest challenges? 
 
If you had to present your project tomorrow, what would you share 
with the group as your key learning? 
 
What are your next steps? 
 
How will you manage your time to complete your quest over the next 
few months? 
 
 


